
Actress Kelly Preston Goes from Blonde
Bombshell to Sultry Brunette for Role in “Gotti”

American Actress Kelly Preston Before

For her role as the wife of the head of the Gambino crime
family in the film “Gotti”, Kelly Preston, went from
trademark blonde to rich chestnut tresses.

TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, June 14, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Celebrity Hair Stylist Dawn
Shannon created the rich chestnut hair color for the
popular American actress, Kelly Preston, for her role as
the wife of the head of the Gambino crime family in the
film “Gotti” starring John Travolta. (See “Gotti” in theaters
starting June 15th) 

Dawn has worked with several top celebrities on photo
shoots, magazine covers, videos, personal appearances
and award-winning documentaries.  She has also worked
with Kelly Preston for many years and is always on call to
help create the perfect look. 

To achieve the “Gotti look”, Shannon consulted for weeks
ahead of time with Preston and the on-set hair stylist to
ensure the shade of dark chestnut brown would not only
compliment Kelly, but also accurately portray her
character in the film, Victoria Gotti. Kelly Preston's hair
color was specially created by doing an all over color of a
chestnut brown with a darker chocolate lowlight. It was
then glazed with a honey golden chestnut brown to add extra depth and shine.

Shannon used organic hair color to ensure healthy hair with volume and shine for the hair of the well

Using organic hair color in an
all over chestnut and then
adding darker chocolate
lowlights with a honey golden
chestnut brown glaze to add
extra depth is the secret to
creating this look.”

Dawn Shannon, Celebrity
Hair Stylist

known and loved actress. The secret was to make the switch
well in advance to give the new color and style time to set – a
switch that Preston chose to rock on the red carpet at the
Emmy Awards. 

To learn more about Dawn Shannon and Intuition Salon &
Spa please visit http://www.intuitionsalonandspa.com/ 

About Dawn Shannon: With over 24 years of experience,
Dawn Shannon, has worked with local and national celebrity
client’s around the country and founded Intuition Salon & Spa
to create a friendlier high-end salon environment, where every
client can experience the Intuition Magic. Requiring that every

artist working in her salons continue their advanced training in color, cut and style, ensures the quality
Dawn demands at Intuition while maintaining a relaxing, professional and fun salon experience.
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Specializing in organic color and color correction, Dawn
Shannon’s Intuition Salon & Spa has three locations in
the Tampa Bay area. For more information visit
http://www.dawn-shannon.com/

Diane Stein
Intuition Salon & Spa
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